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Abstract 
In the long-lived M-renaming problem, N processes repeatedly acquire and release numes 
ranging over (0,. . M - 1 }, where MC N. It is assumed that at most k GM processes concur- 
rently request or hold names Efficient solutions to the long-lived renaming problem can be used 
to improve the performance of applications in which processes repeatedly perform computations 
whose time complexity depends on the size of the name space containing the processes that par- 
ticipate concurrently. In this paper, we consider wait-free solutions to the long-lived M-renaming 
problem that use only read and write instructions in an asynchronous, shared-memory multi- 
processor. A solution to long-lived renaming is fast if the time complexity of acquiring and 
releasing a name once is independent of N. We present a new fast, long-lived (k(k + 1)/2)- 
renaming algorithm that significantly improves upon the time and space complexity of similar 
previous algorithms, while providing a much simpler solution. We also show that fast, long-lived 
(2k - 1 )-renaming can be implemented with reads and writes. This result is optimal with respect 
to the size of the name space. @ 1998 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved. 
1. Introduction 
In the one-lime M-renaming problem [24,11], each of a set of k processes with dis- 
tinct identifiers ranging over (0,. . . , N - 1) is required to choose a distinct name ranging 
over (0,. . ,A4 - l}, where M<N. The long-lived M-renaming problem [2,5,6, 1 I] 
is a generalisation of one-time renaming in which N processes repeatedly acquire and 
release names from (0,. . . , M - 1). It is assumed that at most k processes concur- 
rently request or hold names, and it is required that no two processes hold the same 
name concurrently. In this paper, we consider wait-free, read/write implementations of 
long-lived renaming in asynchronous, shared-memory systems. A renaming algorithm 
is wait-free iff each process is guaranteed to acquire a name after a finite number of 
that process’s steps, even if other processes halt undetectably. 
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A solution to one-time renaming is useful in performing a computation whose time 
complexity is dependent on the size of the name space containing the participating 
processes. By first using an efficient renaming algorithm to reduce the size of the 
name space, the time complexity of the computation can be made independent of the 
size of the original name space. Similarly, long-lived renaming is useful if a set of 
processes repeatedly participates in a computation whose time complexity is dependent 
on the size of the name space containing the processes that participate concurrently. 
The specific application that first motivated us to study this problem is the implemen- 
tation of shared objects. The complexity of a shared object implementation is often 
dependent on the size of the name space containing the processes that access that im- 
plementation. For such implementations, performance can be improved by restricting 
the number of processes that concurrently access the implementation, and by using 
long-lived renaming to acquire a name from a reduced name space, which can then be 
used as a process identifier in the shared object implementation. This is the essence of 
an approach suggested by Anderson and Moir for implementing scalable and resilient 
shared objects [l]. Because the time complexity of the computations discussed above 
is often dependent on the size of the name space containing the participating processes, 
renaming to a smaller name space can result in better overall time complexity. We are 
therefore motivated to seek renaming protocols whose destination name spaces are as 
small as possible. 
Wait-free, long-lived renaming was first solved for shared-memory systems by Bums 
and Peterson [6]. In fact, Burns and Peterson solved a more general problem, which 
they called E-assignment. An e-assignment protocol not only assigns names to pro- 
cesses, but also forces some processes to wait if too many request names concurrently. 
Nonetheless, if at most k processes access an /-assignment protocol that tolerates up 
to k - 1 faulty processes, every non-faulty process eventually gets a name. There- 
fore G-assignment provides a wait-free solution to the long-lived E-renaming problem. 
Like most previous one-time renaming algorithms, the time complexity of Bums and 
Peterson’s algorithm is dependent on N - the size of the original name space. Thus, 
it suffers from the same problem that long-lived renaming is intended to overcome. 
Recently, Moir and Anderson suggested that a renaming algorithm be called fist if 
its time complexity is independent of N [l 11. They presented fast solutions for both 
one-time and long-lived renaming. However, their fast, long-lived renaming algorithms 
depend on strong synchronisation primitives such as test-and-set. (They also present 
a non-fast, long-lived renaming algorithm, referred to hereafter as the Moir-Anderson 
algorithm, that uses only reads and writes.) Later, Buhrman et al. showed that fast, 
long-lived renaming using only read and write operations is possible [5]. Such al- 
gorithms are more portable and more widely applicable than algorithms that rely on 
special synchronisation primitives. Unfortunately, however, the long-lived renaming so- 
lution of Buhrman et al. is quite complicated. In particular, for different values of N 
and k, different algorithms must be combined, and various parameters chosen to satisfy 
certain constraints, in order to obtain a fast, long-lived (k(k + 1)/2)-renaming solution. 
Furthermore, the space requirements are s2(k5) and, in some cases, are exponential in k. 
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Table 1 
A comparison with previous read/write, wait-free M-renaming algorithms that are fast and/or long-lived 
References M Time complexity Space complexity Fast? Long-lived? 
Bums and Peterson [6] 2k - 1 0(Nk2) c,(N2) No Yes 
Moir and Anderson [ 1 l] k(k + 1)/Z Q(k) c,(k2) Yes No 
Moir and Anderson [ 1 l] 2k - 1 O(k4) 0(k4) Yes No 
Moir and Anderson [ 1 I] k(k + 1)/Z O(Nk) 0(Nk2) No Yes 
Buhrman et al. [5] 3k Q(k) ti(3k) Yes Yes 
Buhrman et al. [5] 12k2 O(klogk) EI(k4) Yes Yes 
Buhrman et al. [5] k(k + 1)/Z O(k3 ) <3(k4min (3k,N)) Yes Yes 
Theorem 1 k(k + 1)/2 O(k2) c,(k3) Yes Yes 
Theorem 2 2k - 1 O(k4) C)(k”) Yes Yes 
In this paper, we present a new read/write algorithm for fast, long-lived (k(k+ 1)/2)- 
renaming and we also observe that this algorithm can be combined with that of Bums 
and Peterson [6] to achieve a fast, read/write solution to long-lived (2k - I)-renaming. 
Burns and Peterson [6] and Herlihy and Shavit [8] have both shown that long-lived 
M-renaming cannot be solved in a wait-free manner using atomic reads and writes 
unless A4 2 2k - 1. 2 Thus, our second result is optimal with respect to the size of the 
name space. These results resolve questions left open by Buhrman et al. and by Moir 
and Anderson [5, 111. Our new long-lived (k(k+ 1)/2)-renaming algorithm improves on 
the space and time complexity of the Buhrman et al. algorithm, and is also significantly 
simpler, as evidenced by the fact that we present full assertional proofs. 
Our long-lived (k(k + 1)/2)-renaming algorithm is similar to the Moir-Anderson 
algorithm [l I] in that it consists of a grid of building blocks. However, we use a novel 
technique to make each building block fast. The reason that the previous building block 
is not fast is that each process p maintains a variable Y[p] that it sets in order to 
ensure that other processes detect that p is accessing the building block. As a result, it 
takes O(N) time to determine whether another process is accessing the building block. 
The main idea behind our new building block is to have a total of at most k + 1 
components in the Y-variable of each building block, instead of N. This modification 
significantly complicates the task of ensuring that some component of Y is set for each 
process that accesses the building block. 
A summary of previous read/write renaming algorithms that are either fast or long- 
lived appears in Table 1. As shown in this table, we present the most efficient read/write 
algorithm for fast, long-lived (k(k + 1)/2)-renaming, and the first read/write algorithm 
for fast, long-lived (2k- 1)-renaming. (Buhrman et al. present two algorithms that have 
lower time complexity than ours. However, as shown in Table 1, these algorithms 
rename to substantially larger name spaces than our algorithm does. As discussed 
earlier, it is desirable to achieve as small a name space as possible.) 
‘These results are given in Theorem 3.2 of [6] and Corollary 7.9 of [8], respectively. The result of 
Herlihy and Shavit is stronger because it also applies to one-time renaming, while the result of Burns and 
Peterson applies only to long-lived renaming. 
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The remainder of the paper is organised as follows. Section 2 contains definitions 
used in the paper. In Section 3, we present our new long-lived (k(k + 1)/2)-renaming 
algorithm, and in Section 4, we prove that it is correct and has time complexity of 
O(k2). We also show that this algorithm can be combined with the algorithm of Burns 
and Peterson to achieve a (2k - 1)-renaming algorithm with time complexity O(k4). 
Concluding remarks appear in Section 5. 
2. Preliminaries 
Program notation: Our programming notation should be self-explanatory. Each la- 
beled program fragment in Fig. 3 is assumed to be atomic. Some of these fragments are 
quite long. For example, statement 2 is assumed to atomically read Y[i,j,h], modify 
j, h, and moved accordingly, check the loop condition before line 2, and if that fails, 
assign zero to h, check the loop condition at line 3, and if that fails, check the loop 
condition at line 1, and set the program counter to 2, 3, 1, or 8, accordingly. Nonethe- 
less, each labeled program fragment accesses at most one shared variable, and can 
therefore easily be implemented using only read and write operations. This is because 
accesses to local variables by some process p do not affect - and are not affected by 
_ steps of other processes. Thus, we can view all of the local steps of statement 2 as 
being executed atomically with the read of the shared variable Y [i, j, h]. 
Execution model: Our model of program execution is similar to most others found in 
the literature, so we only sketch the important details of it here. A program’s semantics 
is defined by a set of histories. A history of a program is a sequence to 2 tl 2 . . . , 
where to is an initial state and ti 3 ti+l denotes that state ti+i is reached from state 
ti via the execution of statement si. We prove a program correct by proving that its 
correctness conditions hold in all histories that start from a state that satisfies the initial 
conditions of the program. 
Proof methods: When reasoning about programs, we define safety properties using 
invariant assertions [7]. A state assertion 3 is an invariant iff it holds in each state of 
every history. To prove that an assertion I is an invariant, we either show that I is 
implied by previously proved invariants, or prove by induction that I holds in every 
state of every history. The latter is achieved by proving that I holds initially, and that 
no statement falsifies4 I. When an invariant is in the form of an implication, we often 
show that no statement falsifies the invariant by showing that its consequent holds after 
the execution of any statement that establishes its antecedent, and that no statement 
falsifies its consequent while its antecedent holds. The progress properties in this paper 
are quite straightforward, and are therefore presented somewhat informally. 
3 A state assertion is a first-order assertion over program variables that does not involve temporal operators. 
4A statement execution falsifies an assertion iff that assertion holds before the statement execution and 
does not hold afterwards. Similarly, a statement execution establishes an assertion iff that assertion does not 
hold before the statement execution, but holds afterwards. 
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Notational conventions: We assume that 1~ k <M<N, and that p, q, and s range 
over 0,. . , N - 1. Other free variables are assumed to be universally quantified. We 
use ~V~;,$::;;,~ to denote the expression P with each occurrence of x, replaced by _v,. 
The predicate p@s holds iff statement s is the next statement to be executed by 
process p. We use p@S as shorthand for (3s : s E S :: p@s), p .s to denote statement 
s of process p, and p.vur to denote p’s local variable GUY. The following is a list of 
symbols we use in our proofs, in increasing order of binding power: =, +, V. A. (=. f. 
<, >, d, 3 ), (+, -), (multiplication, /), 1, (., a), ({, }). Symbols in parentheses have 
the same binding power. We occasionally use parentheses to override these binding 
rules. We sometimes use Hoare triples [9] to denote the effects of a statement execution. 
Wuit-free, long-lived renaming: In the long-lived M-renaming problem, each of N 
processes repeatedly executes a remainder section, acquires a name by executing a 
getname section, uses that name in a working section, and then releases the name by 
executing a putname section. It is assumed that each process is initially in its remainder 
section, and that the remainder section guarantees that at most k processes are outside 
the remainder section at any time. A process p isjirulty if, at some point in time, p is 
outside its remainder section and p never takes another step; p is nonfaulty otherwise. 
A solution to the long-lived M-renaming problem consists of wait-free code frag- 
ments (and associated shared variables) that. implement the getname and putname sec- 
tions. The getname section for process p is required to assign a value ranging over 
{ 0,. . , M - 1 } to p.name. Distinct processes in their working sections are required to 
hold different names. More precisely, for the (k(k+ 1)/2)-renaming algorithm shown in 
Fig. 3, we assume (II) and are required to prove (12) and that our algorithm satisfies 
the wait-freedom property. 
invariantl{p::p@{1..11}}~6k 
invariant (pfq A p@9 A q@9 * p.name#q.name) A 
(11) 
(~(39 + O<p.name<k(k -t l),(2) (12) 
Wait-Freedom: Every nonfaulty process that leaves line 0 eventually reaches line 9, 
and every nonfaulty process that leaves line 9 eventually reaches line 0. 
Our algorithm requires shared variables of approximately log, N bits. Thus, on a 
32-bit shared-memory multiprocessor, these shared variables can be accessed with one 
shared access if N <232. We measure the time complexity of our algorithms in terms 
of the worst-case number of steps taken to acquire and release a name once. 
3. The algorithm 
We now present our algorithm for fast (k(k + 1)/2)-renaming. Like the Moir- 
Anderson algorithm [ 111, this algorithm is based on the upper-left triangle of a “grid” 
of building blocks; this arrangement is shown in Fig. 1. Each position in the grid has 
a unique name associated with it. In order to acquire a name, a process p starts at 
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Fig. 1. The grid of building blocks, depicted for k = 5. Each box represents one building block. Labels 
indicate the names associated with each grid position. Process p takes name 6 and process q takes name 8. 
the top-left comer of the grid and accesses the building block there. The result of 
accessing the building block is “stop”, “move right”, or “move down”. If p stops at 
a building block, then p acquires the name associated with that building block. If p 
does not stop at a building block, then it moves down or right in the grid, according 
to the result of accessing the building block. This is repeated until p either acquires a 
name at an internal building block, or reaches the edge of the grid. In the latter case, 
p acquires the name associated with the grid position at which it reached the edge. 
To illustrate this algorithm, two processes p and q are shown in Fig. 1. Process p 
goes down from building block 0, goes right from building block 5, and then stops at 
building block 6, thereby acquiring name 6. Process q goes right from building blocks 
0 and 1, down from building block 2, right from building block 7, and reaches the 
edge of the grid, and acquires name 8. (The example in Fig. 1 is for illustration only. 
This example could not actually arise without interaction with other processes because, 
for example, process p would stop at building block 5 if no other process accessed 
that building block concurrently.) 
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shared variable X: O..N - 1; Y:{set, unset} 
initially X = _L A Y = unset 
x := p; 
if Y is set then 
move right 
else 
begin 
set Y; 
ifX=pthen 
stop 
else 
begin 
reset Y; 
move down 
end 
end 
Fig. 2. Pseudocode for accessing the long-lived building block. Code is shown for process p 
The building blocks used in the grid are designed to guarantee that if a process p 
stops at a building block, then no other process subsequently stops at that building 
block until p resets it. They are also designed to “spread” processes out in the grid so 
that distinct processes can acquire distinct names. We later show that this spreading 
is sufficient that, if a process reaches the edge of the grid without stopping at any of 
the building blocks on its path, then it is guaranteed that no other process concurrently 
reaches the same grid position. 
Having described the overall structure of the algorithm, we now concentrate on the 
implementation of the building block on which it is based. The basic structure of this 
building block is the same as for the non-fast Moir-Anderson algorithm. Pseudocode 
that illustrates this structure is shown in Fig. 2. The building blocks are based on a 
“resettable” version of Lamport’s fast mutual exclusion technique [IO]. To access a 
building block, a process p first writes its own identifier into a shared variable X. and 
then reads a shared variable Y. If Y is “set”, then p moves right in the grid. Otherwise. 
p sets the Y-variable and then checks X. If X still contains p’s identifier, then p stops 
at that building block, and acquires its name; p later resets the Y-variable in order to 
release the name (not shown in Fig. 2). If X does not still contain p’s identifier, then 
p “resets” the Y-variable and moves down in the grid. (The semantics of “set” and 
“reset” in Fig. 2 may differ from the intuition of the reader. As is explained in more 
detail later, the Y-variable is not considered to be unset until all processes that have 
previously set it have since reset it.) 
To see how the building blocks spread processes out in the grid, consider the fol- 
lowing simple example. Suppose that each of k processes requests a name once, and 
consider the building block at position (0,O) in the grid (i.e., the top-left one). First, 
it is impossible that all of these k processes go down from building block (0,O). To 
see this, note that, in order to go down from a building block, a process p must read 
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X # p in that building block. However, the last process q to write X reads X=q, and 
therefore does not go down. Second, it is impossible for all of these k processes to go 
right from (0,O). To see this, observe that, in order to go right from a building block, 
a process must detect that some other process has set the Y-variable for that building 
block. However, if all processes go right from a building block, then none sets the 
Y-variable in that building block. Finally, it is impossible for two of these processes 
to stop at the building block. To see why, note that, if two processes - say p and q - 
both stop, then either p reads X before q writes X, or q reads X before p writes X. 
In either case one of the processes sees that the other has set Y, and therefore goes 
right, a contradiction. Thus, the building blocks break symmetry between groups of 
processes, thereby spreading them out in the grid. 
The main difference between the Moir-Anderson algorithm and the one presented 
here lies in the implementation of the Y-variable. In the Moir-Anderson algorithm, the 
Y-variable is implemented using N bits - one for each process. This ensures that, if 
a process p sets the Y-variable (by setting Y[p]), then the Y-variable stays set until 
p resets it. This is important to ensure that two processes do not concurrently hold 
the name at the same building block. Unfortunately, this approach necessitates reading 
all N Y-bits in order to determine whether the Y-variable is set. This is why the 
Moir-Anderson algorithm is not fast. In the algorithm presented in this paper, we use 
at most k + 1 Y-components per building block, allowing the Y-variable to be read 
in O(k) time. The difficult part of our algorithm lies in ensuring that the following 
properties are not violated. 
(i) If process p sets the Y-variable, then it stays set until p resets it. 
(ii) If all processes that have set the Y-variable have since reset it, then the Y-variable 
is no longer set. 
As explained above, the mechanism that ensures that two processes do not stop at 
the same building block relies on one of those processes detecting that the other has 
set the Y-variable. Property (i) guarantees this. Property (ii) is important to ensure that 
a process does not go right from a building block unless some other process is still 
accessing that building block. If this property is violated, then it is possible for more 
than one process to reach the same building block at the edge of the grid, thereby 
acquiring the same name. We now describe our new building block in more detail, 
and explain why it ensures these properties. 
To facilitate formal proofs, we have incorporated all of the building blocks, as well 
as the code for controlling movement through the grid, into a single algorithm (shown 
in Fig. 3). However, the grid and building block structure should still be apparent. 
In lines 1 to 7, process p accesses building block (Y, c), where r = p. i and c= p. j. 
Building block (r, c) is made up of X[r, c] and Y[r, c, 0] through Y[r, c, k - r - c]. (Note 
that the grid structure implies that, for each building block (r, c), r+c tk.) The two 
properties mentioned above are ensured through the use of a new technique for setting 
and resetting the components of Y. In the loop at lines 3 and 4, process p sets the 
Y-variable of building block (I; c), where r = p. i and c = p. j, by assigning p to every 
Y[r,c,n], where n ranges over 0 to k-r - c. Before setting each Y-component, p 
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shared variable X : array[O..k - l,O..k - l] of O..N - 1; 
Y : array[O..k - l,O..k - l,O..k] of (I} U {O..N - 1) 
initially(Vr,c,n:O<r<k-1 A O<c<k-1 A r+c<k-1 A O~nIk-r-c::Y[r,c,n]=I) 
private variable nome: O..k(k + 1)/2 - 1; moved: boolean; i,j: O..k - 1; h: O..k 
initially i = 0 A j = 0 A h = 0 
while true do 9: Working Section; 
0: Remainder Section; if -moved then 
i, j, moved := 0, 0, true; while h > 0 do 
whilei+j<k-1 A moveddo 10: h := h - 1; 
1: X[i,j], h, mooed :=p, 0, false; if Y[i,j, h] = p then 
while h < k - i - j A ~moved do 11: Y[i, j. h] := I 
2: if Y[i, j, h] # J_ then A 
j, h, moved := j + l,O, true od 
else h := h + 1 A 
fl 
od 
od; 
h := 0; 
3: 
4: 
while h 5 k - i - j A -moved do 
ifX[i,j]=pthen 
Y[i,j,h],h:=p,h+l 
else 
while h > 0 do 
5: h := h - 1; 
if Y[i,j, h] = p then 
6: Y[i, j, h] := I 
fl 
od; 
7: moved, i := true, i + 1 
R 
od 
od; 
8: nome := ik - i(i - 1)/2 + j; 
Fig. 3. Long-lived renaming with O(k’) name space, O(k*) time complexity, and O(k’ ) space complexity 
Code is given for process p, where 0 < p<N. 
first checks X[r, c]. If X[r, c] # p, then p stops writing Y-components for this building 
block, resets the building block (lines 5 and 6) and then moves down to the next 
building block (line 7). Process p resets the building block by checking (in reverse 
order) each Y-component that is set, and resetting those that still contain p. 
Observe that each Y-component written by p could subsequently be overwritten by 
another process q, either because q is setting this building block (line 4) or because 
q is resetting it (line 6 or line 11). Thus, there is a risk that the Y-variable does not 
stay set while p is accessing the building block. However, if p successfully writes all 
Y-components of a building block, then some component of Y stays set until p resets 
it. To see why this is so, note that, before p does its last write to Y in building block 
(Y,c) (line 4) p first checks that X[v, c] still contains p (line 3). Thus, X[Y,C] holds 
continuously while p writes all of the Y-components (with the possible exception of the 
last). If some other process q either resets one of the Y-components (line 6 or 1 I ) or 
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writes its own identifier into one of the Y-components (line 4), then q previously either 
reads X[r, c] # p or reads q from that Y-component. In either case, it must have done 
so before p wrote that Y-component. This implies that each process q can “corrupt” at 
most one of the Y-components p writes. In the next section, we inductively show that 
at most k - r - c - 1 processes other than p concurrently access building block (r, c). 
Thus, because p writes k - Y - c components of Y before its last check of X[r,c], it 
is guaranteed that at least one of the components p sets remains set to p. Also, before 
process p leaves a building block (either to go to the next one, or because it releases 
its name), p clears all Y-components that contain p (lines 5 to 6 and lines 10 to 11). 
Thus, if all processes leave building block (Y,c) then the Y-variable for that building 
block is no longer set. These properties capture the essence of the formal correctness 
proof, which is presented next. 
4. Correctness proof 
In this section, we prove a series of invariants, the last two of which imply the 
correctness of our algorithm. We begin with lower-level, simple invariants, which are 
in turn used to prove later invariants. To provide the reader with some intuition for the 
proof structure, an informal description is presented before each interesting invariant. 
The proofs of the following invariants are straightforward, and are therefore omitted. 
In particular, (13) through (19) follow directly from the program text, (110) is proved 
using (14), (Ill) is proved using (19), and (18) is proved using (Ill). Finally, the 
proof of (112) uses (Ill), and the proof of (113) uses (112). 
invariant (13): p@{O.. 1 l} 
invariant (14): p@{5,10} + p.h>O 
invariant (15): p@9 + p.name=(p.i)k - (p.i)(p.i -1)/2+ p.j 
invariant (16): (V~,c,n:O<r<k-1 AOdc<k-lAr+c<k-1 A 
O<n<k-v-c::Y[r,c,n]~{I}u{O..N-1)) 
invariant (17): p@{2..7} + lp.moved 
invariant (18): p@2 + p.h<k - p.i - p.j 
invariant (19): p@{l..7} =+ p.i+p.jtk- 1 
invariant (110): p.i 3 0 A p.j 3 0 A p.h 3 0 
invariant (Ill): p.i+p.j d k- 1 
invariant (112): p@{3..7} + p.h d k - p.i - p.j 
invariant (113): p@{8..11} + p.h < k-p.i-p.j+l 
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The following invariant shows that if the nth Y component in building block (r, c.) is 
set, then some process is accessing building block (Y,c) at, or beyond, that component. 
invariant (114): 
Proof. Assume 
(r~OAcCO~r+c<k--1~n3O~n<k-r-c~ 
Y[r,c,n]=q) + (q.i=r A q.j=c A Tq.moced A 
((q@{3..6,8..11} A q.h>n) v (q@{6, II} A q.h=n))) 
r>O~c>O~r+c<k--1 ~n>O~n<k-r-c. This implies 
that Y[r, c, n] = J_ holds initially, so (114) holds initially. Only statement q.4 can 
establish the antecedent, and it does so only if executed when q@4 A q .i =r A q.,j = 
c A q.h =n holds. By (17), Tq.moved also holds in this case. Therefore, because 
n<k-r-c, q.4 establishes q.i=r A q.j=c A Tq.moced A q@3 A q.h>n, thereby 
establishing the consequent. 
No statement modifies q .i, q. j, or q.moved while the consequent holds. It remains 
to consider statements that might falsify ((q@{ 3 ..6,8 . . 1 1) A q. h > n) V (q@{ 6, I I } A 
q.h =n)) while the consequent holds. First, observe that any statement hat falsifies the 
second disjunct while the consequent holds also falsifies the antecedent. 
If the first disjunct holds, then q.h > 0. Therefore, statement q. 3 establishes q@ 
{4..5}, and does not modify q.h. By (17), statement q.4 establishes q@3 or q@8 and 
increases q.h, so q.4 does not falsify first disjunct. If q .h > n + 1, then q@{ 5 ..6} A 
q h > n holds after q. 5 is executed. If q. h = n + 1, then because Y [r, c, n] =q, statement 
q. 5 establishes q@6 A q. h =n, thereby establishing the second disjunct listed above. 
Similarly, (q@{10..11} A q.h>n) V (q@ll A q.h=n) holds after q.10 is executed. 
Because q.h > n and n 3 0, statement q .6 establishes q@5 A q. h >n. Similarly, state- 
ment q. 11 establishes q@lO A q. h >n. Finally, statements q. 8 and q.9 do not modify 
q h, q. 8 establishes q@9, and because lq moved and q h > n holds, statement q. 9 es- 
tablishes q@lO. Thus, no statement falsifies the consequent while the antecedent holds. 
Definition. For notational convenience, we define the following predicates. Intuitively, 
MOD(q, r,c,n) holds if process q is about to modify Y[r,c,n]; SET(q,r, C,M) holds if 
process q has just set Y[r,c,n] to q and has not yet reset it; and EN(q,r, c) holds if 
process q is accessing (or might later access) a building block in the subgrid whose 
top-left comer is at grid position (r, c). WNC(q,r, c, n) is used to state that process y 
“will not corrupt” Y[r,c,n]. (We think of a process that overwrites a value written by 
another process to Y[r,c,n] as corrupting Y[r, c,n].) 
MOD(q,r,c,n)-q.i=r A q.j=c A q.h=n A q@(4,6, I I) 
SET(q,r,c,n)=q.i=r A q.j=c A ((q@{3,5.8..10} A q.h=n+ 1) V 
(q@{6,11) A q.h=n)) 
EN(q,r,c)=q.j 3 c A ((q.i 3 r A q@{l..ll}) V (q.i=r- 1 A ((q@{2..4} A 
X[r- Lq.jlf9) V 4@{5-7)))) 
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VNC(q,r,c,n)-q.i#r V q.j#c V q@{O..1,5,7,10} V (4@2 A q.h d n) 
v (q@{6,11} A q.h#n) V Wy,cl#q A (q@{2-3) V (q@4 
A q.h<k-r-c A q.h#n))) 
The next four invariants follow easily from the above definitions. The proof of (117) 
uses (115) and (116). 
invariant (115): (SET(p,r,c,n) V MUD(p,r,c,n)) * EN(p,r,c) A (Vm:m#n:: 
-SET( p, r, c, m) A +fOD(p, r, c, m)) 
invariant (116): p@2 + (‘din : dfOD( p, r, c, n) A GET(p, r, c, n)) 
invariant (117): p@2 A EN(p,r,c) + I{n::(gq::SET(q,r,c,n) V 
MWq,r,c,n))}l < l{q::EN(q,r,c)}I 
invariant (118): EN(p,r,c) + EN(p,r,c- 1) A EN(p,r- 1,~) 
invariant (119): X[r,c] #q A +4OD(q,r,c,n) + lVNC(q,r,c,n) V 
(q.i=r A q.j = c A (q@{8..9} V (q@4 A q.h 3 k-r-c))) 
Proof. (119) follows directly from the definitions of MOD and WNC and (13). 
To see this, suppose that the antecedent holds and that WNC(q,r, c,n) does not 
hold. First, note that X[r, c] #q A 1 WNC(q, r, c, n) A (13) implies q.i=r A q.j= 
c A (q@{8..9} V (q@4 A q.h 3k-r-c) V (q@{4,6,11} A q.h=n)). However, 
-MOD(q, r, c, n) A TWNC(q,r,c,n) implies T(q@{4,6, ll} A q.h=n). Thus, the 
consequent holds. 0 
The next invariant implies that at most k - r -c processes access building blocks in 
the sub-grid whose top-left comer is at building block (r,c). In particular, this implies 
that at most one process at a time occupies each grid position that is k - 1 steps from 
the position origin. 
invariant (120): r 30 A c > 0 A r+c < k- 1 + (I{p::EN(p,r,c)}l <k-r-c) 
Proof. Initially, (Vp :: p@O) holds, so, by the definition of EN(p, r, c), (120) holds. 
First, observe that (11) implies that if r = 0 A c =O, then (120) holds. Henceforth, as- 
sume that r >, 0 A c 3 0 A r+c < k- 1 A r+c>O. (120) can be falsified only by 
establishing EN(q,r,c) for some process q. By the definition of EN, this can be 
achieved only by modifying q.i, q.j or X[r - 1, q.j], or by establishing q@{ 1.. 1 l} 
or q@{2..4} or q@{5..7}. The statements to check are therefore q.0, q.2, q.3, q.7, 
and p. 1, where p is any process. 
Because r + c > 0, statement q.0 does not establish EN(q, r, c). Statement q.3 po- 
tentially establishes EN(q, r, c) only by establishing q@{5 7). Thus, EN(q, r, c) holds 
after q.3 is executed only if q.j > c A q.i=r- 1 A q@3 A X[q.i,q.j] fq holds 
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before, in which case EN(q, r, c) already holds. Statement q. 7 establishes q@{ 1,8} and 
can therefore establish EN(q, r, c) only by establishing q.j 3 c A q.i 3 r. However, 
it does so only if executed when q. j 3 c A q.i=r- 1 A q@7 holds, in which case 
EN(q,r,c) already holds. It remains to consider statement p. 1, where p is any process, 
and statement q .2. 
If p=q A q .i 2 r, then p. 1 does not establish EN(q, r, c) because it does not mod- 
ify q.i or q. j or establish q@{ 1.. 1 l}. If p=q A q.i <r, then by (19), statement p. 1 
establishes q@2 A q. i <r A (q. i # r - 1 V X[r - 1, q. j] = q) and therefore does not es- 
tablish EN(q,r, c). If p # q, then statement p. 1 can establish EN(q, r,c) only by es- 
tablishingX[r-l,q.j]#qwhileq.j>c A q.i=r-1 r\q@{2..4} AX[r- l.q.j]=q 
holds. However, it does so only if executed when p@l A p.i =r - 1 A p. j 3 c. These 
assertions imply EN(q, r - 1,~) A TEN(q,r, c) A EN(p, r - 1,~) A lEN(p,r,c). Also, 
q.i=r- 1 A (110) implies that r- 13 0 and r+c < k- 1 implies that r- 1 +c < 
k - 1. Therefore, because (120);_, holds before p. 1 is executed, 5 it follows that 
I{s::EN(s,r-l,c)}l <k-r-c+1 holds before p.1 isexecuted. By(I18), this im- 
plies that I{s :: EN( s, r, c)} 1 d k - r - c - 1 holds before p 1 is executed (because p # q 
and EN(q,r - 1,~) A lEN(q,r,c) A EN(p, r - 1, c) A lEN( p, r, c) holds), so, even 
if p. 1 does establish EN(q,r, c), it does not falsify (120). 
Statement q.2 can establish EN(q, r, c) only by modifying q.,j. If q .2 modifies q. j, 
then q@{ 1, S} holds afterwards. Thus q.2 establishes EN(q, r, c) only if executed when 
q@2 A q.i 3 r A q.j=c - 1 A Y[q.i,c - l,q.h] # i holds. The following derivation 
shows that q .2 does not falsify (120) in this case: 
q@2 A q.i 3r A q.j=c- 1 A Y[q.i,c- l,q.h]#i 
*q@2Aq.i>,rAq.j=c-1 AY[q.i,c-l,q.h]#lAq.i>OA 
c-l >O~q.h>O~q.h<k--q.i-(c-l)Aq.i+c-l<k-1 
, by (18) (19) and (110). 
+ q@2 A q.i > r A EN(q,r,c - 1) A lEN(q,r,c) A 
(Zls:O<s<N::Y[q.i,c-l,q.h]=s) A q.i 2-0 A c- 130 A q.h 30 A 
q.h<k-q.i-(c-l)Aq.i+c-l<k-1 
, by the definition of EN and (16). 
+ q@2 A q.i 3 r A EN(q,r,c- 1) A lEN(q,r,c) A (h::s.i=q.i A 
s.j=c- 1 A lS@2) > by (I14);,:c”L4,,y.~,< 
+ EN(q,r,c- 1) A lEN(q,r,c) A (b:s#q::EN(s,r,c- 1) b 
5 Recall that we can prove an invariant by showing that it holds initially, and that no statement execution 
,falsijies it. Thus, we assume that the invariant holds before each statement execution, and prove that it still 
holds afterwards. 
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, by the definition of EN; note that q@2 A ~~(92 implies s # q. 
=+ I{p::~~(p,r,c)}I d k-r-c- i , by (118) and (120):_,. q 
The following invariant implies that, while process p is executing the loop at line 
2 and X[p. i, p.j] = p still holds, for each component of Y that p has already read, 
either that component is not set, or some process has just written that component and 
has not yet cleared it. 
invariant (121): (r > 0 A c > 0 A r+c<k- 1 A p@2 A p.i=r A p.j=c A 
X[r,c]=p) * (Wz:O < n<p.h:: Y[r,c,n]=l V 
(3s:s#p::Y[r,c,n]=s A ls.moved A SET(s,r,c,n))) 
Proof. Assume r > 0 A c 3 0 A r + c <k - 1. Initially, p@O holds, so (121) holds. 
Only statement p. 1 establishes p@2. Statement p. 1 also establishes p.h = 0, so the 
consequent holds vacuously after p. 1 is executed. No statement modifies p. i while 
p@2 holds, and only statement p.2 modifies p. j while p@2 holds. However, if 
p.2 modifies p. j, then it also establishes p .moved and terminates the loop, thereby 
falsifying the antecedent. Only statement p. 1 can establish X[r, c] = p, and as shown 
above, the consequent holds after the execution of p. 1. 
Statements of process p other than p.2 are not enabled while the antecedent holds. 
Statement p .2 can affect the consequent only by increasing p . h. However, p .2 does not 
falsify the consequent in this case, because it increments p. h only if Y[r, c, p. h] =1. 
We now consider statements of process s, where s # p. Statements of process s can fal- 
sify the consequent only by modifying Y[r, c, n] or by falsifying ls.moved A 
SET (s, r, c, n) for some n < p. h while Y [r, c, n] =s holds. 
Only statements s.4, s.6, and s. 11 modify Y[r,c,n]. Statements s.6 and s. 11 es- 
tablish Y[s.i,s. j,s. h] =I and therefore do not falsify the consequent. By (17), state- 
ment s.4 modifies Y[r,c,n] only if executed when ~(94 A s.i=r A s.j=c A s.h=n A 
~.moved holds. After s .4 is executed in this case, Y[r, c, n] =s A s. i = r A s. j=c A 
s@ (3,s) A s.h =n + 1 holds, which implies SET(s, r, c, n). Thus, s.4 does not falsify 
the consequent by modifying Y [r, c, n]. 
We now consider statements that potentially falsify w.moved A SET(s, r, c, n) for 
some process s and for some n < p. h while Y[Y, c, n] =s holds. No statement modi- 
fies s.i, s.j, or s.moved while SET( s, r, c,n) holds. It remains to consider statements 
that potentially falsify ((s@{3,5,8..10} A s.h=n+ 1) V (s@{6,11} A s.h=n)) while 
Y[r,c,n] =s A ys.moved A SET(s,r,c,n) holds. First, observe that no statement mod- 
ifies s. h while s@{6,11} holds, and that if s. 6 or s. 11 falsifies the second disjunct 
while SET(s,r,c,n) holds, then it also establishes Y[r,c,n] =I, thereby preserving the 
consequent. If the first disjunct holds, then s. h > 0. Thus, because the antecedent implies 
that X[r, c] # s (recall that s # p), statement s.3 establishes s@5 and does not modify 
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s .h. Therefore, s .3 does not falsify the first disjunct. Also, because Y[r, c, n] =s, ex- 
ecuting s. 5 establishes s@6 A s.h =n, thereby establishing the second disjunct above. 
Similarly, statement s. 10 establishes s@l 1 A s .h =n in this case. Finally, statements 
s. 8 and s.9 do not modify s.h, s. 8 establishes s@9, and because Ts.moved and 
s h = n + 1 holds, statement s .9 establishes s@lO. C 
The following invariant implies that while process p is executing the loop at lines 
3 to 4 and X[ p.i, p.j] = p still holds, one of the Y-components that p has set, or will 
subsequently set, is not overwritten by any other process. 
invariant (122): r 3 0 A c 3 0 A Y+C < k - 1 A p@{3..4} b 
p. i = Y A p. j = c A X[r, c] == p * 
(!!n::(Vq:q#p::+4OD(q,r,c,n)) A 
((Y[r,c,n]=p A 0 d n A n<p.h) V 
(Y[r,c,n] = I A p.h <n A n<k -r - c)) 
Proof. Assume r > 0 A c 3 0 A r + c<k - 1. Initially, p@O holds, so (122) holds. 
Observe that no statement modifies p.i or p. j or establishes X[r,c] = p while p@{3..4} 
holds. Thus, only statements that establish p@{3..4} can establish the antecedent. By 
(T9), statement p.1 does not establish p@{3..4}. Statement p.7 establishes p. moved, 
thereby terminating the loop at lines 3 to 7 and establishing p@{ 1,8}. Thus, only 
statement p.2 establishes the antecedent. The following assertions imply that if it does 
so, then the consequent holds afterwards. 
{p@ A (p.i#r V p.j#c V Y[p.i,p.j,p.hl#l V X[r,cl#p)}p.2 
{p.i#r V p.j#c V (p. moved A p@{1,8}) V X[~,cl#p} 
, p.2 does not modify p.i or X; if p.2 modifies p. j or 
if Y[p.i,p.j,p.h]#i, then p.2 establishes p.moved A p@{l,S}. 
p@2 A p.i=r A p.j=c A Y[p.i,p.j,p.h]=i A 
X[r,c]=p~ p.h+l>k-r-c =+ false > by (18). 
{p@2 A p.i=r A p.j=c A Y[p.i,p.j,p.h]=i A 
X[r,c] = p A p.h + 1 <k -r - c}p.2{~@2) 
, by (17), the precondition implies yp.moved A p.h + 1 <k - p.i - p.,j, 
so the loop does not terminate. 
+ p@2 A p.i=r A p.j=c A Y[r,c,p.h]=i A 
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X[r,c]=pA p.h+l=k-r-c A 
I{n :: (3q :: SET( q,r,c,n) V~OD(q,r,c,n))}l<l{q::~~(q,r,c)}l 
, by (117) and the definition of EN(p,r,c). 
+ p@2 A p.i=r A p.j=c A Y[r,c,p.h]=l A 
X[r,c]=p~ p.h+l=k-r-c A 
I{n :: (3q :: SET( q, r, c, n) V MOD(q, r, c, n))}l <k - r - c , by (120). 
+ p@2 A p.i=r A p.j=c A Y[r,c,p.h]=_L A 
X[r,c]=pA p.h+l=k-r-c A 
(3n:Odn<k-r-c::(Vq::+ET(q,r,c,n) A +fOD(q,r,c,n))) 
3 by the pigeonhole principle. 
=+ p@2 A p.i=r A p.j=c A Y[r,c,p.h]=_L A 
X[r,c]=pA p.h+l=k-r-c A 
(3n:O<n<k-r-c::Y[r,c,n]=l A (Vq::GET(q,r,c,n) A 
+fOD(q, r, c, n))) , by (I2 1) and the previous assertion, 
which implies that Y[r,c, k - r - c - l] = 1. 
(p@2 A p.i=r A p.j=c A Y[r,c,p.h]=l_ A 
X[r,c] = p A p.h + 1 =k -r - c A (117) A (120) A (121)}p.2 
{(%::Y[r,c,n]=_LAp.hdnAn<k-r-CA 
(vq:q#p::+fOD(q,r,c,n)))} 
> by the preceding derivation and the program test; note that p.2 
establishes p. h = 0 in this case, and does not modify Y or 
establish MOD(q, r, c, n) for any q. Also observe that the postcondition 
implies the consequent of (122). 
It remains to show that no statement falsifies the consequent while the antecedent 
holds. First, observe that no statement establishes MOD(q, r, c,n) for any q# p while 
the antecedent and consequent both hold. To see why, note that no statement modifies 
q.i, q. j, or q.h while q@{4,6,1 l} holds, and that no statement establishes q@{4,6,11} 
while X[r, c] = p A Y [r, c, n] E {I, p} holds. 
By the definition of MOD(q, r, c, n), no statement of processes other than p modifies 
Y [r, c, n] while the consequent holds. Thus only statement p.4 modifies Y[r, c, n] while 
the antecedent and consequent both hold. However, Y[r, c, n] = p A 0 d n A n -c p. h 
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holds after p.4 modifies Y[r,c,n], and p.4 does not establish MOD(q,r,c, n) for any q. 
Thus, no statement falsifies the consequent by modifying Y [r, c, n] while the antecedent 
holds. 
No statement decreases p.h while the antecedent holds, and only p.4 increases 
p.h while the antecedent holds. However, if p.4 falsifies the second disjunct in the 
consequent of (122), then it also establishes the first disjunct. Also, statement p.4 does 
not establish MOD(q,r,c,n) for any q. Therefore, no statement falsifies the consequent 
while the antecedent holds. 0 
The following invariant implies that, if process p is in its working section while oc- 
cupying an interior building block (Y,c), then no other process is in its working section 
at that building block. (Note that W’NC(q, r, c, n) implies T(q@9 A q.i = r A q.j = c).) 
invariant (123): t-30 A ~20 A r+c<k- 1 A p.i=r A p.j=c /\ 
(p@{8..9} V (p@4 A p.h 2 k-r - c)) + 
(3n:O<n<k-r-c::Y[r,c,n]=pA 
(vq:q#p:: mC(q,r,c,n))) 
Proof. Assume that r 2 0 A c > 0 A r+c<k - 1. Initially, p@O holds, so (123) holds. 
The antecedent of (123) is only established by modifying p.i, p. j, or p. h, or by estab- 
lishing p@4 or p@{8..9}. Therefore, statements p.6, p.8, p.9, and p.11 do not establish 
the antecedent. After statements p.0, p.1, p.5, and p.10, the antecedent does not hold 
because ~p@{4,8..9} holds. ((19) implies that p.1 establishes p@2.) Statement p.7 
establishes p@l V (pa8 A p.i + p. j 3 k - l), and therefore does not establish the 
antecedent. 
If p@2 /\ Y [p. i, p. j, p. h] = I holds before p.2 is executed, then, by (17) and (19) 
p@{2..3} holds afterwards. If p@2 A Y[p. i, p. j, p. h] #I holds before p.2 is executed, 
then p@l V (pa8 A p.i + p. j 3 k - 1) holds afterwards. Thus, p.2 does not establish 
the antecedent. The remaining statements to check are p.3 and p.4. 
If p. h <k - p. i - p. j holds before statement p.4 is executed, then, by (17), p@3 
holds afterwards. If p.i # r V p. j#c holds before statement p.4 is executed, then the 
antecedent does not hold afterwards. Thus, the antecedent holds after p.4 is executed 
only if p. i = r A p. j = c A p@4 A p. h > k--p. i-p. j holds before, in which case the 
antecedent already holds. 
Statement p.3 establishes the antecedent of (123) only if executed when p@3 A p. i = 
r A p. j = c A X[p. i, p. j] = p A p. h 2 k-r--c holds. The following derivation implies 
that the consequent holds before, and therefore after, the execution of statement p.3 in 
this case: 
p@3 A p.i=r A p.j=c AX[p.i,p.j]=p A p.hbk-r-c 
+ p@3 A p.i=rA p.j=cAX[r,c]=pA p.h=k-r-c/“\ 
r>OAc>OAr+c<k-1 , by (19), (110) and (112). 
=+r>OAc>OAr+c<k-lAp@3Ap.i=rAp.j=cAX[r,c]=pA 
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(3n:06n<k-r-c::Y[r,c,n]=p A 
(bk::#p::d4OD(s,r,c,n)) , by (122). 
+r>O~c>O~r+c<k-l~p@3Ap.i=r~p.j=c~X[r,c]=p~ 
(3n:O<n<k-r-c::Y[r,c,n]=pA (‘ds::#p::~FWC(s,r,c,n) V 
(s.i = r A s.j = c A (s@{ 8..9} V (s@4 A S./Z > k - r - c))))) 
by (119);. 
+ (3n:O~n<k-r-c::Y[r,c,n]=pA(~q:qfp::~C(q,r,’c,n))) 
, by (123)f. (Note that p@3 A p.i = r A p.j = c A X[r, c] 
= p implies -FKVC(p, r, c, n) for all n.) 
We now consider statements that potentially falsify the consequent while the an- 
tecedent holds. Let us consider some n satisfying the existential quantifier in the con- 
sequent. First, observe that no statement modifies Y[r,c,n] while the antecedent and 
consequent both hold. Thus, it remains to consider statements that falsify wNC(q, r, c, n) 
for some q# p. We consider all the ways wNC(q, r, c, n) can be falsified below. 
Only statements q.0, q.2, and q.7 modify q.i or q. j. However, if any of these state- 
ments modifies q. i or q. j, then q@l V (q@8 A q. i + q. j 3 k - 1) holds afterwards. The 
latter disjunct implies that q.i fr V q. j #c holds because the antecedent implies that 
r + c < k - 1. It remains to consider statements that potentially falsify wrVC(q, r, c, n) 
while q.i=r A q.j=c. 
Statement q.0 establishes q@l, and statement q.1 establishes q@2 A q.h d n. Be- 
cause q. i = r A q. j = c A Y [r, c, n] #q holds, (q@6 A q.h fn) V q@{ 5,7} holds after 
the execution of statement 9.5. Similarly, q@{O, lo} V (q@l 1 A q.h # n) holds after 
the execution of statement q.10 in this case. As shown above, statement q.7 does not 
falsify the consequent while the antecedent holds. 
Only statements q.2 and q.3 falsify q@2 A q.h d n or q@{2..3}. As shown above, 
if q.2 modifies q.j, then it does not falsify the consequent while the antecedent holds. 
Also, statement q.2 does not falsify q@2 A q.h 6 n by incrementing q.h because 
Y [r, c, n] = p (recall that q. i = r A q. j = c). By (17) and (18), statement q.2 does not fal- 
sify q@{2..3} if it increments q.h. If statement q.3 falsifies q@{2..3} while X[r,c]#q 
holds, then q. 3 establishes q@{ 5,7}, which implies WAK(q, r, c, n). (Recall that p. i = c 
A p.j=r A q.i=r A q.j=c.) 
If statement q.4 falsifies q@4 A q.h < k-r-c A q. h # n, then by (17), q.4 establishes 
q@3. No statement falsifies X[r,c]#q while q@{2..4} holds. Finally, statement q.6 
establishes q@{5,7} and statement q. 11 establishes q@{O, 10). Thus, WNC(q, r, c, n) 
is not falsified while the antecedent and consequent both hold. 0 
The following invariant implies that, if two distinct processes are in their working 
sections concurrently, then they occupy different grid positions. We use this fact later 
to show that distinct processes do not hold the same name concurrently. 
invariant (124): pfq A p@{8..9} A q@{8..9} + p.i#q.i A q.j#q.j 
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Proof. If pfq A p@{8..9} A p.i + p.j<k - 1 holds, then by (110) and (123)>‘;,,,, 
(3n : 0 < n <k - r - c :: WNC(q, r, c, n)) holds, which in turn implies that q. i # p. i V q. j 
# p. j v lq@{8..9} holds, so (124) holds. Ifp # q A p@{8..9} A p.i + p. j 3 k - 1 
holds, then by (IlO), (11 l), and (120);‘i,,j, it follows that I{s::EN(s, p.i,p.j)}I < 1. 
By the definition of EN, the antecedent implies EN(p, p. i, p. j). Therefore lEN(q, p. i, 
p.j) holds, which implies that the consequent holds. Cl 
The following claims are proved in [ 111. 
Claim 1. For nonnegative integers c, d, c’, and d’ satisj>ing (cfc’ v d#d’) A (c-t 
d<k- 1) A (c’+d’<k- l), ck-c(c- 1)/2+d#c’k-c’(c’- 1)/2+d’. 
Claim 2. For nonnegative integers c and d satisjjing c + d < k - 1, 0 d ck - c(c - 
1)/2 +d<k(k + 1)/2. 
The next two invariants show that distinct processes in their working sections hold 
distinct names from (0,. . . , k(k + 1)/2 - 1). The first follows easily from (I5), (IlO), 
(Ill), (124), and Claim 1. The second is easily proved using (15), (IlO), (Ill), and 
Claim 2. 
invariant (125): pfq A p@9 A q@9 =+ p.name#q.namr 
invariant (126): p@9 + 0 < p. nume < k(k + I)/2 
(125) and (126) imply (12). To determine the time complexity of this algorithm, 
consider the following lemmas. 
Lemma 1. The loop at line 2 terminates after at most k iterations. 
Proof. The lemma follows easily from (110). q 
Lemma 2. The loop at lines 5 and 6 and the loop at lines 10 and 11 both terminate 
qfter at most k + 1 iterations. 
Proof. The lemma follows easily from (IIO), (112), and (113). 0 
Lemma 3. The loop at lines 5 to 6 is executed at most once per execution oj’ the 
loop at lines 3 to 7. 
Proof. If the loop at lines 5 to 6 is executed, then statement 7 establishes p.moved, 
so the loop at lines 3 to 7 terminates. •1 
Lemma 4. The loop at lines 3 to 7 terminates after at most k iterations. 
Proof. Consider statement p.3. If X[p.i, p. j] # p holds before statement p.3 is ex- 
ecuted, then statement p.7 establishes p. moved, so the loop terminates. Otherwise, 
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p.h is incremented when statement p.4 is executed. Because of the loop condition 
p. h < k - p.i - p. j, (110) implies that the loop at lines 3 to 7 is executed at most k 
times. q 
Lemma 5. The loop at lines 1 to 7 executes at most k - 1 times. 
Proof. Observe that, by (17) the loop terminates unless some statement establishes 
p. moved. Only statements p.2 and p.7 establish p.moved, and if they do so, they 
increment either p. i or p. j. Thus, because of the loop condition p. i + p. j <k - 1, it 
follows that the loop terminates after at most k - 1 executions. 0 
Given the above lemmas, the analysis of the time and space complexity of our 
algorithm is straightforward, yielding the following result. 
Theorem 1. Using read and write, wait-free, long-lived (k(k + 1)/2)-renaming can 
be implemented so that the worst-case time complexity of acquiring and releasing a 
name once is 0(k2), and the space complexity is 0(k3). 
A fast, long-lived renaming algorithm that yields a name space whose size is inde- 
pendent of N can be combined with any long-lived renaming algorithm - fast or not 
- to yield another fast, long-lived renaming algorithm that further reduces the size of 
the name space. This is achieved by having each process first access the fast, long- 
lived renaming algorithm to acquire a name, and then using that name as its process 
identifier in another (possibly non-fast) long-lived renaming algorithm. 
In particular, by combining our fast, long-lived renaming algorithm with the non- 
fast /-assignment algorithm (with 8 = 2k - 1) of Burns and Peterson, fast, long-lived 
renaming can be achieved with a name space of size 2k-1. With e = 2k-1, the al- 
gorithm of Burns and Peterson can tolerate up to k - 1 failures. Also, their algorithm 
is lockout-free [6]. This means that, provided at most k - 1 processes are faulty, any 
process that takes infinitely many steps acquires a name infinitely often. In turn, this 
implies that if at most k processes access their algorithm concurrently, the algorithm 
is wait-free. (When comparing our results to those of Burns and Peterson, care must 
be taken not to confuse the differing uses of k. Burns and Peterson use k to denote 
the maximum number of faulty processes, while we use k to denote the maximum 
number of processes that concurrently request or hold names.) In this case, the worst- 
case time complexity of acquiring and releasing a name once is O(Nk2) [12]. Because 
processes access our k(k + 1)/2-renaming algorithm before accessing that of Burns and 
Peterson, the original name space size (i.e., N) for the algorithm of Burns and Peterson 
is k(k + 1)/2. Thus, we have the following result, which is optimal with respect to the 
size of the name space. 
Theorem 2. Using read and write, wait-free, long-lived (2k- 1 )-renaming can be im- 
plemented so that the worst-case time complexity of acquiring and releasing a name 
once is 0(k4), and the space complexity is 0(k4). 
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5. Concluding remarks 
We have presented a new algorithm for long-lived (k(k + 1)/2)-renaming algorithm 
that is fast and uses only read and write operations. This algorithm improves on the time 
and space complexity of similar previous algorithms, while providing a significantly 
simpler solution. An interesting property of this algorithm is that its time complexity 
is proportional to contention. That is, if at most c < k processes access it concurrently, 
then the worst-case time complexity is O(ck). We also show that fast, long-lived 
(2k- 1)-renaming can be implemented with reads and writes. This algorithm is op- 
timal with respect to the size of the name space. This resolves questions left open 
by Buhrman et al. and by Moir and Anderson [5, I 11. While our long-lived (2kL 1 )- 
renaming algorithm is technically “fast” it still has quite high time complexity. It 
would be interesting to see if this can be improved upon by a more direct solution, as 
combining renaming algorithms tends to result in high time complexity. 
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